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Rural school districts face a singularly difficult set of circumstances when they
attempt to provide special services, for those students 'experidncing emotional/:'

. behavigral disorders. Traditional views and traditional-service delivery modelsi may not be functional in these settings. What may be functional is the establish-
ment and full utilization of multidisciplinary teams. It is advised that these teams
be ecological in philosophy and transactionaljn function. The multidigciplinary
team efhirt is considered to.be a beginning step in exploring more appropriate
modes of addressing educational problems in rural areas.
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There are 1,000,000 Students in American schools who may be in need of
special education because of their involveirient in behavioral/emotional con-
flicts with others, yet 75% of them are receiving no services except trlat which
their regular classroom teachers can provide (Grosenick & Huntze, 1979). A
commonly stated explanation for this situation is that discrepancies exist
between the extent to which urban and rural school districts and co-ops server
emotionallylbehaviorally disordered (E/BD) students, with-urban districts
serving at or near the generally accepted 2% incidence figure while rural
districts serve virtually no ''officially" identified behaviorally disordered child-
ter; and youth.

Rural 'districts comprise two-thirds (67%) of the nation's 16,000 pupils
school education agencies (Sher, 1978). Efficacious special education pro-
grams are difficult to establish under any conditioili' they are particularly
difficult to establish and maintain in rural areas which utter from shortages of
specialized personnel, lack of adjunctive human servipes, and organizational
difficulties (Helge, 1981). Even though there isvery little research on this
situation, one study by Beare and Lynch (193) reported a large difference in
the quantity and comprehensiveness of service between rural and urban
districts in three states they surveyed. They found) that fewer rural than urbkip
districts offered E/Iiip services 69% versus 950/0'nf the urban districts. Rural
districts that did offer such services offeyed fewer levels of service in the form
of different placements; the average urban district providing two options
while rural district offered one. Alternative service models (other than self-
contained or resource rooms) were present in only 15% of the rural districts,
while they were present in 30/o of the urban areas. The lack of an ED license
by teachers primarily responsible for providing services to behaviorally disor-
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dered students was a major problem for rural areas. Qnly 26% of the rural
districts reported tha't an ED license was.held by those employed is corn -'

pared to 63% forbthe urban districts.
We might well conclude from this that traditionaLeducational service mod-

els are apparently not being carried out in rural districts. This is aside from the

issue of the efficacy of such models in rural areas. There is a nationwidedeck
of person power for such services with a range of 6% to 90% of the needed
teachers available depending on the state reviewed (Grosenick & Huntze,
1980). It is impractical, even if there were personnel, to suggest a cascade of

services for rural districts that must combine toaccumulate enough students

to form self-cOntained classes or categorical resource rooms. Rural travel

distances are too great. Other traditional service delivery systems alst may

not be feasible. Alternative high schools cannot develop where the regular

high school has 50 to 100 students. Medical Model services are impractical, as

often there are no therapists or adjunctive personnel in such areas (Sher,

1978).
TherOre estimated to be 750,000 unserved students. Attempting to

implement traditional service delivery systems, particularly in rural areas, is

analogous to ladeling,a continually filling, overflowing bucket With a sieve. It

is difficult to believe th t we will catch up with the problem through labeling
and placement. Like t e water, this never`looks at the source the spigot

to shut it off.
Ttaditional approathes produce other thoughts concerning services in

rural areas. Many E/BD students are isolated 'and feel remote from others.
Rural teachers orthese students might well be said to feel the sarse way.The

usual lack.of a continuum of services places them in the position of providing
service as individuals, not as part of a team. This very lack of service contirtuni
makes logical a high degree of interagency cooperation (whenpossible) and
interpersonal cooperation. Cooperating personnel might not be able to
supply all needed service if they follow the traditionally conceived roles.
Behavioral disorders as a field should rely heavily on nonpublic school
facilities, professionals, and paraprofessionals to fill needed roles regardless

of the specific training such persons might have receited in the past. Grosen-

ick and Huntze (1980) report that between 39,000 and 50,000 disturbed
students are served in nonschool facilities but that collaborative effort'
between the schools and the public agencies appears to be minimal. It would

seem likely that E/BD students need multidisciplinary services to a higher
degree than less impaired children and youth. These E/BD children, by the

nature of their disorder, are likely to have come into contact with multiple
agenciescorrections, social services, and medical, as well as special educa-

tion. There is an obvious need for interdisciplinary cooperation.

, Multidisciplinary team planning, in the format we will describe, might welt

be one way that appropriate programming can be delivered in rural areasor
urban areas for that `natter. For this to fully develop, however, we must
examine the purpose, use, and actions of these teams.

TEAM BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE

The use of teams in schools today seems to be prosaic. Typically these teams

appear to be very conventional, patterned after the child guidance teams of

the 1920s, with thWmembers meeting periodically to tell each other what they
have done. Maximum and most appropriate utilization of sparse resources in

rural areas might b'e,accomplished best with other models, and with more
collaborative multidisciplinary team approaches. In order to do this, a shift in
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thinking is needed a paradigm ship "as though one were transported to a
new planet" (Kuhn, 1970).

As a start in our exploration of a paradigm shift (conventional team
approaches are questioned), we will briefly discuss the rationale .for an
alternative approach and its applications. The multidisciplinary effort grew.
out of two major concerns: (a) the concept of E/BD (and other diagnostic
classifications) as an.intrapsychic or self-action phenomena is questiopable:
and lb) that concept, OIDertipective, leads to less than adequate approaches
lo intervention. Hobbs (i966) noted that "We have become increasingly
cpncerned and convinced that a major barrier to effective planning for emo-
tionally disturbed children is the professional's enchantment with psycho-
therapy and individual clinical approaches. The program is complicated by
apparent professional advocacyof controlling approaches to intervention
that place the burden on the targeted person as being disturbed or disordered
and in need of being fixed or changed. The availability of locks and drugs
make children containable and the dearth of evaluative rliseareh effectively
denies feedback on the advocacy of methods" (p. 1105-1106). This overcom-
mitment to the clinical approach individual psychotherapy, drug treatment,
or behavior modipcation seems to stem-from an uncritical acceptance of
cure as the goal inlworking With a youngster, a consequence of defining the

,'r

problem. as one of illness that is contained within the child. To act as though
E/BD children are ill is predicated on an'array of unvalidated and questiona-
ble

.,

assumptions and leads to (a) a preoccupation'with the intropsychic life of
people as thdugh the behavior derives from under the skin or in their sk uII; (b)
an easy use of drugs, behavior modification, or other controlling techniques
with little knowledge of the long term effects on character development or
one's life space; (c). extended isolation of children or adults from families
because of their presumed contagion; (d) an unnecessary. limitation of pro-
fessional roles; and (e) the neglect of schooling and education. Once we
abandon cure as a goal and define Qu r problem as the need to help a small
social system work in a reasonably satisfactory manner, thpre ensues an array
of possible interventions that contrast sharply with controlling treatment
approaches.

.Children face a variety of socializing ag ents that often put them in conflict.
Since scrbols tend toa be disconnected icom other socializing institutions,
there is a need to coordinate the impact of socializing agents and other
community resources to effect appropriate adaptation of children to settings.
'Thus, there has to be coordination among school, parents, and community
groups, and support for parents in the best use of Other socializing institutions

e

such as the school, church, recreational facilities, etc. .(Watson, 1967).
Extending the sphere of work to the family and the.coMmunity gives tacit
recognition of the need to help others help themsees (Cutts, 1955). --

It is suggested that cross departniental/interdigciplinary approItches to
planning, teaching, research, and service will be necessar03 solve education
problems (Buktenica, 1981; CoMmission on Programs and Projects, Ameri-
can Association of Colleges for TeacherEducation, 1'978; Cutts, 1955;-Wall, ,'
1956). The transactionally oriented multidisciplinary team differs from other
approaches in that the social context of Ile school and community is consid-
ered to be the appropriate sphere of inquiry rather than utilizing the classic
cafe study approach. This is based on the belief that children can only pe
understood within a context, and that professional role definitions are less
important than considering indivjdual comp6tencies to implement problem
definitio esolution and mobilization of existing resources to moreade--
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quately address the educatibnal and developmental needs'of children(i34.
tenLca, 1970; Dewey & Bentley. 1949.-Smith.& DiBacco, 1974); We4ssume
that the child is an inseparable part of a,sm aft social systern,.arie,cological unit
made up of the child, his or her family, the schott rfei0bornb.b.d. and

. .
community (Hobbs, 1966).

The multidisciplinary team is an attempt to broaden )h perspective vf the
teacher and other professionals, to assist the teacheindriderstanding the
variety of forces that in luence child behavior in the clasSr6Orn, and to estab-
lish learnihg envir ents that maximize adaptatiori,..deiielopiment, and
lekning. This approach might have a positive effect 'on the teacher-pupil
interaction, since teacher training characteristically proVid S insufficient
experiences to assist teachers in understanding the social fo cos that influ-
ence child behavior within a classroom. Thus...teachers ca be ori9nted.to
identify pablems early enough to effect an adeqUate int yvehtion th9m-
selves. Such a pursuit requires broadening the context and qersPectiye-6f the
teacher and the special service personnel. .

We would like to briefly sketch the transactional rationale,- which character-
.. izes behavior'as occurring at three possible-levels selflactional, 'interac-

tional, or transactional. Briefly stated. self-action refers to people acting and
initiating behavior under their .own power; interaction is when person is
balanced against person in a mutually determined, interdependent relation-

, ship (Dewey & Bentley, 1949). .
Self-aCtion level of relating is based on the assumption that people inher-

ently possess being end continUe in adtiorhnder their own power. Function-
ing at this level, ''SchOol,personnel attempt to unilaterally determine and
control their roles as one would from a psychOanalytiC perspective.

An interactional construction of behavior is a linear cause-and-effect
approach of peqple acting von each ()tiler according to an "oppthite and
equal reaction principle." The behavioral/operant approach is an example of
a linear model at the interactional level. One notes that the preQailing level of
relationships among school personnel is interactional in which there is
recognition and acknowledgement of another's presence and po§ition, but
there is little allowance for input into the "unalterable' characteristics of the
persons involved. For example, Martin (1978) sugge d that multidiscipli-
nary efforts are most effective when the principal actors exert considerable
influence on one an?ther," while at the same 'tirne spending much time
advising and trying to persuade each other to act in a particular way.

The transactional erspective is based on the recognition that roles and
behavior can only be understood in relationship to a social context, that
people in a setting are interdependent, and that they have mutual impact on
each other (Buktenica, 1977, 1981; Dewey & Bentley, 1949). If, as Hobbs
(19754 and Reynolds (1977) suggested, We have to promote redefinition and
renegotiation of roles, there will have to be movement'beyond the self-
actional and interactional levels of relating. Therefore, consideration of rela-
tionships among professionals in the schools must be jointly or collabora-
tively addressed for adequate resolution. Illustrative of the position, Thomas
(1972) points out that if professionals in the schools are to move toward
collaboration, team members have to engage in mutual problem definition
and resolution, and enter negotiations knowing full well that each Orson,.
might have to give up or alter a role-related position.

Merely meeting MI discuss a child does not warrant the designation of a
transactional level of relationship. For example, when a behaviorally oriented
team meets to define a child/school problem, the intervention or approach to
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problem resolution is largely prescribed priot to definition of the problem.,A
team with a beh viorhl perspective is too limited in its scope to allow for a
transactional lei el of functioning. On the other hand, a transactionally
oriented team fight regard a behavioral intervention as one of many interven-
tion tools that might be selected from an array of theoretical options. The
team at the tr nsactional level ties the latitude to accept or reject a behavioral
technOlogy on4the basis of appropriateness to address needs of a given social ,

context (e.g., classroom: child/peers/parents/teacher). On the Other hand,
the behaviorally oriented team has a predetermined commitment to use
behavioral diagnosis and technology as the most appropriate intervention
approach (Buktenica, 1981).

Within the transactional perspective, it is posited that: (a) BehaViolV dis-
order is a context related phenomenon; (b) the relationships of specil shrvice
personnel are .often at the self-actional level, each going separate ways,
self-initated, self-directed, defining and carrying out functions to the exclu-
sion of the other' (c). some relationships are at the interactional level in a
cause/effect, linear mode that is similar to .4 'billiard ball" phenomenon of
opposite and equal reaction; and (d) seldom do special service personnel
function at a transactional level of relating which involves problem definition
and,resolution, and interdependent circular response modes.

QRGANIZATI N AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE'TEAM

The combination of perceived shortcomi9ts of usual team proaches and
the transactional perspective provide a basis for explori g a different
approach to service in the schools. MultidisciplMary,service e orts haveihe
potential to move regular and special educators to a transac ional level of
relating if they allow themselves to jointly plan, mutually deft e 'tasks and
problems, collaborate on problem reSolution, openly inquire i to role and
functions, allow for a full range of options, and evolve into inter ependence
and mutuality.(Armer & Thomas, 1978; Barden & Wenger, 1976 Buktenica,
197.7, 1981; Hobbs, 1975; Miller & Buktenica, 1970; Reynolds & irch, 1977;
Thomas, 1972; Walsh, Serafica, & Bibace, 1976; Ysseldyke, 197 ). It seems
that coordinated inquiry into the appropriateness,,qtextant role and func-
tions has the potential for developing. mutually determined atterns of
response that maximize growth and development and use of r ources fdr
speCial needs children (Buktenica, 1981). Furthermore, a trans ctionaf per-
sicective allows viewing and inquiring into behavior as a social enomenon.
Successful multidisciplinary effort will be contingent onleayin roles behind,
in one sense, and orienting oneself to the context with t team as the
reference group rather than the separate disciplines. This, f course, might
require relinquishing a traditional function to a collea ue in a specific
instance: The approach allows team members td. exami e problems of the
school from the combined perspective of their backgrounds, training, and
professional disciplines. Students are viewed wipin the social context of the\./ classroom, the faMily, and the community, in contrast to the more traditional
notion of considering the troubled child as a self-contained entity who needs
to be fixed only within himself/herself.

We acknowledged that there tend to be limited resources in rural sittings. A
major task of the multidisciplinary team is to identify and utilize resources that
are available in the school/community. The multidisbplinary team in a rural
setting has to generate integrally related team building and service goals. If
these goals are not clarified, the team, school staff, and other agencies remain
in conflict and function at cross purposes. The team building goals include:



(a) orientation to school and commurVty, (b),learnig about other professionsio)
(c) establishing ways of using the most appropriate persons (professional
and paraprofessional) for particular tasks, (d) implementing research meth-
oilology that is readily incorporated into action programs, and (e) developing
m els for evaluating effectiveness of programs. Service goals include: (a)
mobilization of parent involvement in Ve full range of school activities, (b) '
aSsessmentof problem areas and issuesond (c) development of intervention
programs that can become part of the existing structure of the school/
community. .

.As previously stated, rural districts lack many of the normally available
professional and adjunctive personnel that would be present in urban set-
tings. Teams in ruralsettings must meet theAgam building and service goals
or perhaps even disjointed Services will not be Offered, and the present status
quo of inadequate or no service will prevail.

A team has to involve itself with many aspects of the school and commun-
ity. Some examples of activities might include assessment of problems that
are prototypical across classrooms, application of classroom and family
analysis techniques, mobilization of parent involvement in theschobl, screen-
ing of perceptual abilities of kindergarten end first-grade children, small
group therapeutic teaching, coordination of mmunity agencies, and foster-
ing communication among teachers and ween teachers and parents. For
example, patents of maladaptive and adaptive children are personally con-
tacted and, asked to visit the school. They are asked to help contact other
parents and to serve in various capacities within the school such as supervis-
ing the school health clinic, tutoring, aiding teachers, or fifling- the roles of
materials clerk, story teller, or clerical aide.

The transactional approach to establishing multidisciplinary teams was
used-in several settings repreInting a wide range of school populatidns and
social contexts over a 10-year period (Bukter(ica, 1981). Sanction is a requi-.
site condition for a multidiscjplinary team to be establishe4and to function
adequately. This right-to-be is acquired at multiple levels from administrators,
principalS, teachers, and parents, and allows team members to forego tradi-
tional-functions, collect formal and informal data, conduct ecological obser-
vations, determine the demographic characteristics of thk community, and
establish liaison with other resources in the community. A systems and
community level approach begins to clarify the social parameters and expec-
tati6ns for determination of handicapping conditions. We believe that malad-
aptation and the designation of deviation are socially derived, situation spe-
cific phenomena, that are an outgrowth of the transactional between
individuals and other elements of behavioral settings (Me, 1975; Szasz,
1961).

. We have not abandoned direct service functions, and the multidisciplinary
team must have the capability of respondin to crises. There ,are three
manifestations of the crisis response that are teworthy. First, assignment to
a referral or crisis situation is done on th basis of the most appropriate
person rather than assignment onthe basis 6f professional discipline. One of
the team's first tasks is a self-evaluation aindividual,and group competen-
cies. If, then, a particular service is called for, the person with the appropriate
set of competencies is asked by the team to pursue the matter. For example,
the teacher might conduct a home visit or family conference rather than the
social work psychologist, or counselor. The team migtjt realize that a
referral to another agency seems to be the best course and someone on the
team, not necessarily the social worker, will assume the responsibility to get
the family to that resource. '
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The second manifestation of our approach to direct servi is a focus on the
family Seldom is a child seen in isolation! but rather is en with principal
members of the family in order to understand behavi through the setting
the ecology of the family. Parents and child pparti ipate in the process of
problem definition and all share ownership of the problem rather than attribut-
ing the responsibility to the child as is done in more conventional approaches.
The family, in turn, is then able to participate in resolution of the problem
instead of being the target to be fixed or shaped.

The third manifestation of our multidisciplinary approach to crises is
implementation of the continuity of care concept that grew out of the mental
health legislation of the late 1950s. Many caretakers or agencieVre responsi-
blefor child development or adaptation, according to the conc pt, with each

--igenpy contributing to the helping process in a plannpd and collaborative
manner.

SOME PROBLEM AREAS

One of the major problems faced by the multidisciplinary team is that of
engagement of the school personnel in a meaningful relationship. This prob-
lem, while a usual one, is probably more rilarvIest with the transactional
approach because of additional variance of expectation between the school
and team members. The fact that the team spends time assessing needs and

-resources in the situation and establishing priorities before providing direct
services is often a source of tension.

There is the question of feasibility of p ns from a Oriety of disciplinea
.

working in a..collaborative team conte an persons from different fields
pool their resources, work together articipate in group problem definition
and resolution, work with people who have different perspectives and avoid
getting 'washe'd out" of their own discipline? Smith and DiBacco (1974)
identified several problem areas that include:

1. Administrators'. expeCtations that may conflict with purposes of the
team:, e.g., having skills peculiargo their particular discipline.

2. The usual problem of getting acquainted that is typical of newly formed
work groups. This could be exacerbated somewhat by having multidiscipli-
nary team, because members are asked to discuss their competencies,
strengths, and weaknesses in order to determine the resources of the team
and prepare for resource exchange negotiations.

3. The emphasis on not restricting one's activities to particular professional
role designated behavior is a unique problem of the team. This is a source for
anxiety, and potential source for discouragement. Team members might be
deprived of the opportunity to exercise a skill behavior and thus not receivean
expected set of reinforcements.

SOME ACCOMPLISHMENTS

An 8-year evaluation of the multidisciplinary team was attempted and the
following represents some of the accomplishments in one of the settings
(McShane, Clark, Rose. & Buktenica, t977):

. 1. Recruited and trained parents as team members 'who planned and
delivered services.

2. Mobilized a parent :advisory committee that considered curriculum,
classroom management problems, research proposals, and Made recom-
mendations for research and intervention.
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3. Established a volunteer program that included parents and students

from colleges, high schools, and junior high.schools.'".._
4 Developed vision and hearing screening programs carried out. by

parents.
5. Instituted a screening program for early identificatin of handicapped

children.
6. Provided in-service training to special education teachers to enable

them to become resource persons for other teachers.
7. Carried out interaction analysis in classrooms as a qasis for in-.Service

training to help teachers understand the complexities of the classroom as -a
learning environment.

8. Fostered communication among teachers by providing regular in-
.

service training in. human relations.
9. Conducted group counseling sessions with parents.

10. Provided consultation to the school principal regarding staff relation-
ships, and school-parent relationships.

11. Established a walk-in rap center in which high school students counsel .
teach other.

CONCLUSIONS

In addition to striving toward a transactibnal level of response to personnel
preparation and service, it is suggested that training programs and schools
develop multidisciplinary approaches (Buktenica, 1970, 1981: Hobbs, 1975).
Special and regular educators should have the opportunities (a) to become
skilled in mutual problem identification and solution, (b) to work collabora-
tively with other professions, (c) to jointly de;elop appropriate instructional
programs f 9r children in need, (d) to develop a favorable attitude toward, and
commitment to, collaborative endeavorswith other professionals, and (e) to
be exposed to a range of theoretical options. If they can become truly
interdependent working together, a more powerful aggregate service poten-
hal may be realized (Miller & Buktenica, 1970).

Implementing effective service will require multifaceted views. The trans-
actional perspective dictates team functioning,. collaboration.with all ele-
ments of the educational scene children, parents, regular and special
educators, and community resources. it seems that without a consolidated
effort, we will fall short of providing effective service. Rural areas with few
resources must address this in particuld.

A tetrn effort is necessary for assessing strengths and weaknesses i the
context in which they occur and attempting to mobilize existing reso
(forces) to cope more adequately with educational needs (Buktenica, 1
Recognition of the resources in the setting seems to dictate multidiscipli
efforts which have the potential of preventing problems. Single assessm

a single intervention is tantamount to continually battling brush fires, never
preventing problems from developing.

Educators should corftinue.to learn from parents while at the same time
rning to coordinate educational efforts and develop better means of co!-n-

information. Separate directions, duplicated functions, resis-
tance to cooperative planning, and refusal to evaluate efforts will jeopardize
assessment and leaSt restrictive environment plaijoing. The success of such
plannig will probably depend on the degree to which the services are coordi-
nated and nonduplicative and are relevant to educptional grow4of students.
The multidisciplinary team effort is considered to be a beginning step in

exploring more appropriate modes of addressing education& proplerris:Per-
,
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a hags it will evolve into a rrtOdel for more effective service delivery systems in
rural settins.
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